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We report a smectic liquid crystal in which a tilt of the molecular orientation away from the
layer normal in the Smectic C phase of up to 24ß occurs with minimal layer contraction. This
characteristic, accompanied by an exceptionally large underlying negative thermal layer
expansion coe� cient, enables the formation of chiral smectic electro-optical cells having
nearly the ideal `bookshelf ’ layer geometry, free from the complexities of the chevron layer
structure produced by contraction.

1. Introduction some interest in methods for obtaining planar SmC
The Smectic A (SmA) phase is a one dimensional alignment in the ideal bookshelf geometry, in which the

stacking of two dimensional ¯ uid layers in which the layers simply remain normal or near-normal to the cell
molecular director, n, giving the mean molecular long plates [9] .
axis, is along the layer normal, z. As the temperature, T , One approach for generating bookshelf alignment is
is lowered, many SmA phases pass, via a second order to reduce the layer contraction accompanying the
phase transition (at temperature TAC), to the Smectic C SmA± SmC phase transition, maintaining the bookshelf
(SmC) phase, in which n tilts relative to z. This tilt is alignment of the SmA phase into the SmC phase. In
marked by the rotation of the optic axis away from z, most LC materials the layer spacing increases upon
through an equilibrium angle Hopt (T ). In most smectic cooling in the SmA phase, i.e. the layer expansivity aL is
materials, such as the mixture CS1013, shown in ® gure 1, negative [aL ; 1/d (dd/dT )< 0] . This behaviour, opposite
this molecular tilt is accompanied by layer contraction, in sign to the usual thermal expansion behaviour of
a decrease in the SmC layer spacing dC(T ) given approxi- solids, is probably a consequence of increased e� ective
mately by dC(T )~d (TAC) cos[Hopt (T )], where d (TAC) is molecular length as the ¯ exible molecular tails become
the layer spacing at the SmA± SmC transition, as might more extended at lower T . When aL is negative, the
be expected for rigid rod-like molecules. In thin planar- layers expand upon cooling in the SmA phase, remaining
aligned cells of the type used to produce electro-optic under compression and in the bookshelf structure,
e� ects when ® lled with chiral SmC material (surface becoming chevron only when layer contraction com-
stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal (SSFLC) cells [1] , mences in the SmC phase. In this case d (T ), the angle
and others [2] ), the contraction leads to the formation of layer inclination away from bookshelf in the chevron
of the c̀hevron’ layer structure [3, 4] , in which the structure is given by d(T )= cosÕ 1 [dC(T )/d (TAC)], and
layers bend away from an idealized b̀ookshelf ’ geometry is controlled by Dd (T ) ; dC(T ) Õ d (TAC); as shown in
normal to the cell plates. Accompanying chevron layer ® gure 1, the layer contraction relative to d (TAC) has its
formation there is a collection of distinctive e� ects, maximum value at the SmA± SmC transition. Recently,
including z̀ig-zag’ defect formation [4± 7] , reduction of Mochizuki and co-workers have obtained such q̀uasi-
the e� ective optic axis rotation during switching, and bookshelf ’ layer alignment in SSFLC cells in a familycell-midplane orientational stabilization [8, 5, 6] . The

of molecules with naphthalene cores which, althoughcomplications resulting from these e� ects have generated
their layers contract immediately upon cooling into
the SmC phase, have overall negative layer thermal
expansivities su� ciently large in magnitude to enable the*Author for correspondence.
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790 M. D. Radcli� e et al.

Figure 1. Smectic layer spacing d (T )
for 8/422, FA006, a mixture
of naphthalene core molecules
developed by Mochzuki and
coworkers [10] , and Chisso
mixture CS1013 [10] . All three
materials exhibit a second order
SmA± SmC phase transition as
indicated. For 8/422 data taken
at both NSLS (E ) and 3M ({ )
are shown. Also shown are
measurements from ref. [14]
of 8/422 layer thickness in
freely suspended ® lms having
2< N < 7 layers. The solid
grey lines are ® ts of dA (T )=
d0 + aL T to the SmA phase
data, where aL is the SmA
layer expansion coe� cient near
the SmA± SmC phase transition.
8/422 has the largest |aL | of the
three and the smallest layer
contraction upon cooling into
the SmC phase. Both FA006
and 8/422 exhibit a minimum
d (T ) in the SmC phase, with
d (T ) increasing back to d (TAC),
the value at the SmA± SmC
phase transition, as T is lowered
to Tmin in the SmC phase.

layer spacing to again recover its SmA± SmC transition which has Isotropic (I), SmA, SmC, and Crystal (Cr)
phases, as indicated.value dC(TAC) at a temperature Tmin = TAC Õ Trange below

the SmA± SmC transition. This behaviour can be
quanti® ed by measuring |Ddmax |, the magnitude of the 2. Results
maximal layer contraction, and Trange , the width of the Two distinct sets of X-ray di� raction measurements
temperature range where Dd < 0 [10± 12] . Figure 1 of the layer spacing in the smectic phases of 8/422 were
shows d (T ) for such a naphthalene mixture (FA006), obtained, one on beamline X10-B of the National
indicating Dd (T ), Tmin , and Trange . In order to be optimal, Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), and one at 3M on a
such quasibookshelf materials should combine minimal Kratky SAXS (Small Angle X-ray Scattering) system with
|Ddmax | with maximum Trange , yielding nearly upright resolution in wavevector dq = 0.001 AÊ Õ

1, using a Rigaku
layers over a wide temperature range, while maintaining RU-200 Ni ® ltered CuKa source and ® tted with a Braun
a useful optical tilt, i.e. Hopt (T ) saturating at low T in 5 cm linear position sensitive detector. The samples were
the range 20ß < Hopt (T )< 25 ß . Here we report X-ray unoriented, contained in quartz capillaries which were
d (T ) and optical Hopt data for the ¯ uoroether-tail LC in turn mounted in a temperature controlled aluminum
material 8̀/422’, which exhibits desirable characteristics oven. The smectic layer spacing was d ~32AÊ , corres-
for quasibookshelf application. 8/422 is the compound ponding to a Bragg wave vector q0 ~AÊ Õ

1 . At NSLS the
2-{4-[1,1-dihydro-2-(2-per¯ uorobutoxyper¯ uoroethoxy)- incident X-ray wavelength was l= (0.97090 Ô 0.00005)AÊ ,
per¯ uoroethoxy] }phenyl-5-octylpyrimidine [13] , and resolution in wavevector of dq = Ô 0.0001AÊ Õ

1 enabled
individual measurements of layer spacing d = 2p/q0 to
be obtained with an uncertainty of Ô 0.005%. These two
d (T ) data sets agreed to within experimental uncertainty

I 70ß C SmA 49ß C SmC Õ 8ß C Cr at temperatures where they overlapped. The optical tilt
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791SmC phase with minimal layer contraction

of 8/422 was measured using 2 mm thick SSFLC cells by The behaviour of the layer spacing and optical tilt
can be characterized using the two ratios:adding 1± 5 wt % of a chiral dopant to make the SmC

ferroelectric and by applying an electric ® eld large
f ; HXray (T )/Hopt (T ) ; cosÕ 1 (dC(T )/dA (T )]/Hopt (T )

enough to saturate the apparent rotation of the optic
(1)axis.

Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting d (T ) vs. T data
R ; d(T )/Hopt (T ) ; cosÕ 1[dC(T )/d (TAC)]/Hopt (T ). (2)

for 8/422. Figure 1 displays the 8/422 data along with
Here HXray (T )= cosÕ 1[dC(T )/dA (T )] is the X̀-ray tilt’,that of FA006 and CS1013 for comparison [10] . For

the tilt of the molecules, assuming that they behave aseach material the solid grey line gives dA (T ) ; d0 +aLT ,
rigid rods, necessary to give the layer shrinkage in thethe SmA phase layer spacing, and its extrapolation
SmC phase relative to dA (T ) extrapolated into the SmCobtained assuming linear thermal expansion and least
phase; d(T )= cosÕ 1 [dC(T )/d (TAC)] is the chevron layersquares ® tting the SmA phase d (T ) data near the
tilt angle, the layer inclination necessary to accommodateSmA± SmC transition. In CS1013, which has behaviour
the shrinkage of the layers from their value at thetypical of most smectics with respect to d (T ), there is a
SmA± SmC transition. Since aL , the layer expansivity inrather low |aL | in the SmA phase and d decreases
the SmA phase, is negative, we will always have f > R .abruptly upon entering the SmC phase at TAC. By
The ratio R can be considered a ® gure of merit for acontrast 8/422 has an overall negative aL of exceptionally
material with respect to its performance in the SSFLClarge magnitude, especially at higher temperatures in the
geometry, this approaching the idealized b̀ookshelf ’SmA phase and very little decrease of d in the SmC
geometry as R � 0.phase. The naphthalene core mixture FA006 has a

8/422 exhibits atypical behaviour with respect to thetemperature dependence of d (T ) intermediate between
temperature dependence of f and R . Figure 3 shows8/422 and CS1013.
measurements of Hopt (T ) vs. DT = TAC Õ T for the threeFigure 1 also shows the 8/422 layer spacing obtained
materials, along with their X-ray tilt HXray (T ). CS1013by optical re¯ ectivity measurements on freely suspended
exhibits the typically observed relationship between® lms [14] . These ® lms are quantized in thickness,
HXray (T ) and Hopt (T ), in which 0.7 < f < 0.9 ( f # 0.875consisting of N smectic layers, and the ® lm thickness is
for CS1013). By contrast, in 8/422, Hopt (T ) is muchcalculated from the re¯ ectivity assuming an N -independent
larger than HXray (T ), rising quickly with decreasing Trefractive index n0 = 1.45 for 8/422 [14] . This assump-
and saturating at Hopt ~24 ß ~2HXray . Also indicatedtion yields a signi® cant layer contraction with increasing
in ® gure 3 is the chevron layer tilt angle d(T ) (solidN , with the layer thickness for N = 2 nearly 2 AÊ larger
grey line). For CS1013 d~HXray , increasing continuouslythan for the bulk. In plotting the data of reference [14]
with decreasing T , whereas it reaches a maximum andonto ® gure 1, n0 was scaled to n0 = 1.462 so that the
then decreases with T for FA006 and 8/422, returning® lm data extrapolate at large N to the bulk d (T ). The
to d = 0 at T = Tmin . In 8/422, d(T ) remains quite smalld (T ) of the ® lms exhibit the large aL of the bulk SmA
[d (T )< 5 ß ] for TAC< T < Tmin , because of the smallphase at high T . For N = 2 this large aL is apparent
decrease in d (T ) upon entering the SmC phase. Becauseover the range 40ß C< T < 95ß C, remarkably showing
R %1, SSFLC cells made with 8/422 have essentially theno hint of the decrease and sign change associated with
ideal bookshelf structure, optical characteristics, andthe bulk SmA± SmC transition.
bistability [1] .

A variety of homologues of 8/422 have been syn-
thesized and similarly tested. These experiments show
that it is the incorporation of a ¯ uoroether tail that
tends to reduce R . In contrast to the naphthalene based
materials, a particular core structure is not essential for
small R . For example, analogues of 8/422 with phenyl
benzoate cores exhibit d (T ) characteristics similar to
those having the phenyl pyrimidine core and have
similarly low values of R [13] . By contrast, replacement
of the ¯ uoroether tail with a ¯ uoroalkyl tail gives the

Figure 2. 8/422 d (T ) data (E ) showing TAC and Tmin , ¯ uoroalkyl phenylpyrimidenes [15, 16]
dA (T ) = a + aL T (solid grey line), and dopt (T ) =
dA (T ) Õ dcore cos(Hopt ) ( D ). dopt (T ) is the layer spacing
expected from subtraction of shrinkage due to the tilt of
the molecular core through the optical tilt angle Hopt from
the extrapolated SmA layer spacing. m /n series
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792 M. D. Radcli� e et al.

Figure 3. Optical tilt angles Hopt

(E ) for 8/422, FA006, and
CS1013 vs. DT = TAC Õ T . Hopt

is determined by measuring
saturation extinction orientation
under applied ® eld. Also plotted
are HXray= cosÕ 1 [dC(T )/dA (T )]
( D ), and the chevron layer
inclination upon cooling, d =
cos Õ 1 [dC(T )/d(TAC)] (solid grey
line). 8/422 has a uniquely small
value for the ratio R = d/Hopt .

which have a fundamentally di� erent d (T ) behaviour, as 3.1. d(T) is controlled by the tilt of the core and tail
segments of individua l molecules. If f < 1, then theshown in ® gure 4. Here we combine the d (T ) data of

Rieker and Janulis [15] with optical tilt measurements average molecular tilt is less than Hopt(T )
Since it is the core part of the molecule which generatesto give Hopt (T ), HXray (T ), and d. We ® nd f # 1 and

R # 1 for the m /n series, in sharp contrast to 8/422. the optical anisotropy, we expect the average tilt of
the core part, H core (T ), to be comparable to Hopt (T ),
meaning that then H tail (T ) must be less than Hopt (T ).3. Discussion

The most interesting question about the d (T ) Writing
behaviour of 8/422 is how such a large SmC phase tilt

dC(T )= dcore cos[H core (T )]+d tail cos[H tail (T )] (3)angle can accompany such a small decrease in layer
thickness. The simplest model of the relationship between where dcore and d tail are the e� ective thicknesses of the
Hopt (T ) and dC(T ) in the SmC phase is to visualize a core and tail regions in the SmA phase, respectively, and
hypothetical SmC phase which has rigid rod molecules taking Hopt (T )= Hcore (T ), we have
with their optical axis along the rod axis and which
tilt to produce the layer shrinkage upon entering the dA (T ) cos[ f Hopt (T )]= dcore cos[Hopt (T )]
SmC phase. Ignoring the SmA layer expansivity we

+d tail cos[H tail (T )]. (4)would expect to ® nd dC(T )/dA (T )= cos[H (T )], where
H (T ) is the tilt of the molecular axis, and therefore This transcendental equation may be solved for H tail (T ),
d(T )= HXray (T )= Hopt (T )= H (T ); that is, we would ® nd which is smaller than H core (T )= Hopt (T ) when f < 1 .
f = R = 1 , as in the ¯ uoroalkyl m /n series (® gure 4). The extreme case, giving the least layer shrinkage, is to
There are several ways in which this simple picture assume H tail = 0, in which case from equation (3):
can break down to give f , R < 1, as described in the
following sections. dC(T )= dopt ; dcore cos[Hopt (T )]+d tail . (5)
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793SmC phase with minimal layer contraction

3.2. T he molecules are already tilted in the SmA phase
The SmA phase may be a d̀eVries’ smectic A [17] ,

in which the molecules are tilted on a cone of angle
HDV , but where the tilt order is short ranged, becoming
long ranged at the SmA± SmC transition. The extreme
case of tilt in the SmA phase has HDV = Hopt sat # 25ß ,
the saturation value of Hopt at low temperature, and,
upon entering the SmC phase, the azimuthal ordering
on the cone becomes more localized to a single
orientation without layer contraction. In this case
dC(T )/dA(T )# 1 and, therefore, HXray (T)# 0 and f, R # 0.

If HDV < Hopt sat , there will be some layer contraction in
the SmC phase as the azimuthal distribution on the
cone becomes more localized, and f, R > 0. In the limit
that HDV = 0, we have f, R # 1. With the deVries scenario,
DnA = n

d
Õ n), the uniaxial birefringence in the SmA

phase, is related to DnC (the birefringence in the SmC
phase observed with the director parallel to the cell
plates) by DnA/DnC= cos2

HDC Õ 0.5 sin2
HDV . Where we

have assumed that the azimuthal orientation on the
cone is random in the SmA and con® ned to a single
point in the SmC. The apparent HXray at low temper-
ature, where HC~HCsat , will be given by HXray=

cosÕ 1 [1+cos HA+cos HC] . Relative measurements of
the optical anisotropy at T= 50ß C (SmA), 40ß C (SmC),
and 25ß C (SmC) show that the Dn values at these three
temperatures are in the ratio 151.1251.20, an increase
with decreasing T which is much larger than typically
found in SmC phases [18] . Thus, at T= 40ß C, the
smectic C tilt angle is already saturated at HCsat = 25ß
and DnC (40)/DnA (50)= 0.89, which is consistent with
a HA = 15.7 ß . In this case the apparent HXray will be
HXray= 19.3 ß , somewhat larger that the observed HXray .
At T= 25 ß , the SmC tilt angle is at HCsat= 25ß and DnC

(25)/DnA (50)= 0.83, which is consistent with a HA =

19.4 ß . In this case the apparent HXray will be HXray=

Figure 4. Optical tilt angles Hopt (E ) for the m/n ¯ uoro- 15.4 ß , comparable to the observed value. Thus, the
alkyl phenylpyrimidine series vs. DT = TAC Õ T . Hopt comparison of layer spacing and birefringence at high
is determined by measuring saturation extinction and low temperature is consistent with the deVriesorientation under applied ® eld. Also plotted are HXray =

picture. The possibility of a deVries smectic A will becos Õ 1 [dC(T )/dA (T )] ( D ), and the chevron layer inclination
probed more de® nitively using infrared dichroism.upon cooling, d= cos Õ 1 [dC(T )/d (TAC)] (solid grey line),

which give f = R # 1.
3.3. d(T) is in¯ uenced by molecular interdigitatio n and

¯ uoroether tail ¯ exibility
Measurements on smectic phases of hybrid moleculesFigure 2 shows dopt for 8/422, which drops signi® cantly

below the measured d (T ), except at the lowest temper- having one hydrocarbon and one ¯ uorocarbon chain
(bulk smectic layer spacing vs. chain lengths [15, 16] ,atures in the SmC phase, where it approaches d (T ),

being ~0.8AÊ less than the extrapolated dA (T ), com- and surface tension measurements in freely suspended
® lms [19] ) show that on average the adjacent moleculesparable to the shrinkage due to the 9.8AÊ long core of

8/422 tilted through 24ß . However the big discrepancy are packed antiparallel to one another, i.e. with each
hydrocarbon tail tending to be surrounded by ¯ uoro-at higher temperatures in the SmC phase indicates that

core tilt gives a much larger layer shrinkage than is carbon tails and vice-versa. Furthermore, the absence
of nematic phases in such materials indicates that theobserved, i.e. simple core tilt cannot account for d (T )

in 8/422. tendency for particular antiparallel positional correlation
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794 SmC phase with minimal layer contraction

is quite strong. This situation favours the formation of This work was carried out in part at the National
smectic phases, in particular those having layer spacings Synchrotron Light Source, and supported in part by
which can di� er substantially from the extended molecular NSF Grant DMR 96-14061 and NSF MRSEC Grant
length. For example, in the m /n series, the smectic layer 98-09555.
spacing is independent of the hydrocarbon tail length,
being determined a ǹetwork’ of associating cores and
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